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HENRY AVIGNON & MICHAEL  ANNIS 

"CHAOS REFOLDING: HELIX MIRRORS" 

Grammaring Matrix 

(whose methods are executed in "Quintet For The Apocalypse" by Michael D. Main): 

The development of new languages, new forms of communication, and new networks for information 

transfer is the underpinning demand nature places on all living organisms ... in the course of their 

evolution. 

A good image has the character of psychological and spiritual essence, it grips the mind and has traction. 

By this traction, the image performs the action of its irreducible potential to bear meaning, sustaining 

itself for the duration of the creative processes of the artist. 

By this logic the act of creation and the activity of the field of abstraction are synonymous ... the subject 

and the object of our attention are not separate. 

The successful Photosculpt does not feel finite, rather it is agitated, pulsing, and expansive, defying the 

viewer's preconceived notions of it being safely contained within the limiting borders of form. 

Within the walls of the cell(ular) perimeter of the independent glyph, the amassing energy of the 

abstraction is contained and shows like a small window view onto an infinitely expanding world. 

The Grammaring Matrix is the point of departure from the photosculpt build process toward a 

completed metaphorical transformation in the viewers' minds. It brings the purely abstract fully to life, 

incorporating it with identity. The source of the abstract --soul of energy-- moves from chaotic verve to 

structured / formed / translated energy, communicating graspable realizations. 

The radicalized perspective elicited by the Grammaring Matrix delimits the consciousness of the viewer 

whose observance must now flow between the ... planes in order to ground the energy within 

themselves: this process of the viewer becoming grounded as conduit is a process of multi-faceted 

linkage that mimics the signatory functionality of all languages: the viewer is concurrently identifying / 

manufacturing a unique system of language. 

This is the material pattern of all life, the path and process of birth unto death. 



. . . the swastika ... how it graphically describes and represents perpetual movement as revolution 

around center axes - like that which was perceived to be the movement of the sun around the earth, like 

the movement of energy through all things. 

The matrix is designed with the architecture of metaphor like a musical scale of notes. As independent 

variables become bundled, they are exponentially impregnated with new radiance, accumulating notes 

as images. Like metaphor, particular definitions present themselves without limiting possible extension. 

The value of such a system for conjuring meaning is proven everywhere in nature. 

The design is a GRAMMARING MATRIX, meaning that every image has limitless potential to relate 

intertextually with all the others, to develop sonorously into symphonic tapestry and illicit intellectual 

response regardless of a viewer's pathology of perception. 

Movement around a center axis is challenged by the existence of chaos and the importance of 

repetitions in fractal designs. This ensures natural evolution of symbolic manufacture: subsequent 

systems of language call for growth structures that are delimited enough to thread the volatility of chaos 

through. 

This is the resolution of a Grammaring Matrix design. The presence of the viewer before the matrix 

enfervors its potential to become a mirroring sub-structure of infinity as it duplicates and triplicates the 

function of consciousness enabling the endless growth of multiple metaphorical meanings. 

The Photosculptor/artist is rigorously in pursuit of charged/ecstatic physical environments that pulse 

sensually in time and space with undiscovered potentiality. Life Levi-Strauss's mythemes and Saussure's 

phonemes, each environment is a net, an explosive bundling of smallest constituent parts moving 

vertically/metaphorically on a thread or string of enigmatic po(e)tential and referred to as the 

paradigmatic axis. These environments are pregnant with meaning that must transgress vertically in a 

loose parade of metaphorical signification. 

The photosculpt presents fields/signatures of energy as matter found to be organized or disorganized in 

ways historically conceived to be "abstract". We are instead concerning ourselves with the content of 

observable phenomena/symbolic presence. The true value of abstraction lies in its possibilities for 

expansiveness, furthering our understanding of matter and the laws that govern matter. As 

expansiveness can be not only external, but internal, similarly, it is not only linear, but vertical, and 

occupies not only space, but time which is a simulacrum of consciousness. It is the dynamism of all 

abstraction regardless of its origin to communicate fluidly and musically that holds the key to 

evolutionary progress and practical development of a new system of language. 

The Grammaring Matrix is a source point for a radicalizing syntax that is capable of teasing the 

eccentricities of chaos, the formlessness of nature's infinite varieties of abstraction into a meaningful 

and synesthetic language. The Grammaring Matrix is the bridging of Cognitive Science, Fractal 

Geometry, Chaos Theory, Linguistics, Poetry and Visual Art. 

- Henry Avignon & Michael Annis, co-authors (C 2010) 
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forthcoming 2011~ http://apocalorigami.tumblr.com/ 
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book forthcoming following "Quintet For The Apocalypse"  
 

M I C H A E L   D.  M A I N  

(f o r  F r a n c e s c a)     
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